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We define the counting classes *NC 1, GapNC1, PNC1, and
C= NC
1. We prove that boolean circuits, algebraic circuits, programs
over nondeterministic finite automata, and programs over constant
integer matrices yield equivalent definitions of the latter three classes.
We investigate closure properties. We observe that *NC1*L, that
PNC1L, and that C=NC
1L. Then we exploit our finite automaton
model and extend the padding techniques used to investigate leaf
languages. Finally, we draw some consequences from the resulting
body of leaf language characterizations of complexity classes, includ-
ing the unconditional separations of ACC0 from MOD-PH and that of
TC0 from the counting hierarchy. Moreover, we obtain that if dlogtime-
uniformity and logspace-uniformity for AC0 coincide then the polyno-
mial time hierarchy equals PSPACE. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Counting classes have been studied extensively since the
introduction of *P by Valiant [36]. A number of such
classes were first defined in the context of polynomial time
computation [25, 18]. Then, the logspace counting class
*L was investigated [5], together with many logspace
variants adapted from the polynomial time case. Recently,
counting classes based on finite model theory and on one-
way logspace have been considered as well [32, 14].
The starting point of the present paper is the following
question: how should one define *NC 1? This question is
natural and interesting in view of the inclusion chain
NC1LNLPNP and in view of the tight rela-
tionship between computing the permanent (resp. determi-
nant) and *P (resp. *L). Given that the basic counting
classes *P and *L are defined by counting the number of
accepting paths in a nondeterministic computation what
‘‘nondeterministic NC1’’ accepting paths are there to be
counted?1
We propose a definition inspired by Vinay’s circuit
characterization of *LOGCFL [37]. Thus we define
*NC1 as the set of functions counting the number of
accepting proof trees of NC1 circuits. (This definition has
also been suggested by Jia Jiao [23].) It is common folklore
that this class equals the class of functions computed by
logarithmic depth arithmetic circuits over the semiring of
the natural numbers.
Motivated by Barrington’s characterization of NC 1 via
bounded-width branching programs of polynomial size
[6], we also consider a class we call *BP. (A better name
perhaps would be *BWBP to make clear that we are talk-
ing about bounded width, but we chose to use the shorter
*BP.) This class is defined by counting accepting paths in
nondeterministic branching programs (these are branching
programs having the capability to branch nondeterministi-
cally without consuming an input bit). The class *BP can
equivalently be defined by considering ordinary (i.e., deter-
ministic) branching programs which output a sequence of
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elements from a given alphabet: This sequence is then given
as input to a nondeterministic finite automaton, and we
count accepting paths in that NFA.
We prove that *BP*NC1, and that when we con-
sider the corresponding classes of differences of *BP and
*NC1 functions (we will denote those classes by GapBP
and GapNC1) we get equality, i.e., GapBP=GapNC 1. This
result is proved in two steps: First, we observe that *BP
can be characterized by what we call programs over con-
stant matrices; and then we use a result by Ben-Or and
Cleve [11] who show that evaluating an arithmetic circuit
reduces to iterated product of constant-size matrices. Our
result is thus a continuation of a line of research started by
Barrington, who showed that for decision problems and for
computing boolean functions, log depth circuits are no
more powerful than bounded-width branching programs,
and continued by Ben-Or and Cleve, who generalized
Barrington’s result to arithmetic circuits vs straight-line
programs. Our observation is that the phenomenon still
holds when counting becomes an issue.
We go on by examining our classes of functions as well as
two related classes of sets C= NC 1 and PNC1 from a struc-
tural point of view. We exhibit some of their closure proper-
ties and we show that GapNC1 has essentially all closure
properties GapL is known to have. This leads us to the con-
clusion that PNC1 is closed under union and intersection.
We also show that PNC1 and C=NC 1 are both included in
logspace.
We then proceed to refine known leaf language charac-
terizations of complexity classes, using the formal frame-
work of leaf languages for branching programs (which we
call NC1 leaf languages). We argue that many charac-
terizability results carry over from the polynomial time
[20] and logspace [22] cases to that of NC1. We then draw
consequences from the leaf language characterizations.
Some of these consequences could be made to follow from
characterizations via polynomial time leaf languages known
prior to the present paper, although we discovered them in
the course of investigating the NC1 leaf languages. These
consequences include the unconditional separation of the
circuit class ACC0 from MOD-PH (the oracle hierarchy
defined using NP and all classes of the form MODqP as
building blocks), the unconditional separation of TC0 from
the counting hierarchy (the oracle hierarchy with PP as
building block), and the implication that if dlogtime unifor-
mity and logspace uniformity coincide for AC0, then the
polynomial hierarchy equals PSPACE (and hence the poly-
nomial hierarchy collapses). Some of our separations have
in the meantime been reproved by Eric Allender using
‘‘traditional’’ (i.e., nonleaf-language) techniques [1].
Finally, we obtain two nontrivial technical improve-
ments to the known leaf language characterizations of
PSPACE: we prove that NC1 leaf languages over one-counter
deterministic context-free languages and NC1 leaf languages
over linear deterministic context-free languages each capture
the class PSPACE.
Section 2 in this paper describes our computation models
and defines the various complexity classes discussed above.
Section 3 compares the new counting classes. Section 4
investigates their closure properties. Section 5 describes the
new leaf language results, some consequences, and the
tighter characterizations of PSPACE. Section 6 concludes
with suggestions for further study.
2. DEFINITIONS
We fix a finite alphabet 7. We write | y| for the length of
y # 7*. We write [n] for [1, 2, ..., n]. When 2 is a set we
write 27 for [ f: 7  2].
Logtime bounded Turing machines access their input via
an index tape. This index tape is not erased after a read
operation, and the machine detects any attempt to read past
its input.
An n-projection over 2 is a finite sequence of pairs (i, f ),
where 1in and f is a function from 7 to 2, such pairs
being called instructions. The length of this sequence is
denoted Sn , and its jth instruction is denoted (Bn ( j), En ( j)).
A projection over 2 is a family P=(Pn)n # N of n-projections
over 2. We can consider P as a tuple P=(7, 2, S, B, E),
where S is a function from N to N, B is a function from
N_N to N. and E is a function from N_N into 27. We
write P(x) for the concatenation of the (E |x|( j))(xB |x| ( j)) for
1 jS |x| . P is uniform if the functions
S$: 7*  N
y [ S( | y| ),
B$: 7*_N  N
( y, j) [ B( | y|, j),
E$: 7*_N  27
( y, j) [ E( | y|, j)
belong to FDLOGTIME (i.e., the complete logarithmic-
length output can be computed in logarithmic time, which
is stronger than requiring that each output bit separately be
computable in logarithmic time, as is sometimes done),
where integers are expressed in binary notation and ( } , }) is
a pairing function as in [7, Lemma 6.1]. A proof that
uniform projections are transitive can be found in [17].
For the following definitions we fix a semiring (R, +, _).
The semirings considered in this paper are the semiring N
and the ring Z.
We say that a function f: 7*  R uniformly projects to a
function g: 2*  R iff there is a uniform projection P such
that for each x # 7*, f (x)= g(P(x)). We say that a
language A2* uniformly projects to a language B7* iff
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the characteristic function of A uniformly projects to that
of B. Note that uniform projection reducibility implies
DLOGTIME reducibility as defined for example in [7].
Example. A ‘‘uniform projection over 2’’ is nothing
but a (uniform) projection, in the sense of [35], or a
(uniform) M-program viewed as a mapping from 7* to
2* with AM, in the sense of [6, 30]. For example, refer
to the M-program described on page 337 of [30], and let
7=[0, 1] and 2=[a, b, c, e]. Consider the instructions
&i , 1i2wn2x, and the set F/M, defined there. Then
define S(n)=2wn2x for n # N, and define B: N_N  N
and E: N_N  [ f: 7  2] as prescribed by the instruc-
tions &i . The result is a uniform projection over 2, show-
ing that the language of palindromes over 7 uniformly
projects to the regular language of strings over 2 which
multiply out in the monoid M to some m # F.
2.1. Circuits
A boolean n-circuit is a directed acyclic graph with
nodes of indegree 0 each labeled with an element from
[n]_[0, 1]7 and called inputs. The other nodes are
boolean AND or OR gates of indegree 2. There is one
node of outdegree 0, called the output.
A boolean circuit is a family C=(Cn)n # N of boolean
n-circuits Cn . The direct connection language [31, 7] of C
is the set of tuples (t, a, b, y) , specifying that gate numbered
a, of type t, is input to gate numbered b in C | y| (with
appropriate conventions when a is an input gate). C
is uniform if its direct connection language is in
DLOGTIME. C computes a function from 7* to [0, 1] in
the usual way. The class NC 1 is the class of languages
computed by uniform logarithmic depth circuits.
Let C=(Cn)n # N be a boolean circuit. A proof tree for
input x is a connected subtree of the graph that results
from unwinding the circuit Cn into a tree, having the
following three properties: each OR gate has indegree one,
each AND gate has indegree two, and it evaluates to 1.
(That we unwind the circuit into a tree before counting
proof trees follows recent literature, e.g. [23, 37].) We
denote by *accept(C, x) the number of proof trees for x.
A function f: 7*  N is in *NC1 iff there exists a
uniform boolean circuit C such that f (x)=*accept(C, x).
A function f: 7*  Z is in GapNC1 iff it is the difference
of two functions in *NC1.
Let T: N_N  [0, 1]. A language X7* is in CTNC1
iff there exist two functions f, g # *NC 1 such that
x # X  T( f (x), g(x))=1. We will consider only C=NC 1
and CNC1, in analogy with similar classes considered in
the literature in the context of other resource bounds.
2.2. Programs over Nondeterministic Automata
A nondeterministic automaton is a tuple of the form
(Q, 2, q0 , $, F ), where Q is the finite set of states, 2 is the
input alphabet, q0 # Q is the initial state, F is the set of
accepting states, and the transition function $: Q_2_
[1, ..., |Q|]  Q has the property that $(q, a, i) is defined
for some i and $(q, a, j) is defined and distinct from
$(q, a, i) for 1 j<i. Note that the [ |Q|] component of
the domain of $ represents the possible nondeterministic
choices available at a particular time step. The largest i for
which $(q, a, i) is defined is denoted *$(q, a).
A program over A=(Q, 2, q0 , $, F ) is a projection
P=(7, 2, S, B, E). Given P, a sequence of choices for
x # 7n is a sequence of integers (cj)Snj=1 that define a
sequence of states (qj)Snj=1 , such that for 1 jSn ,
qj=$(qj&1 , (En ( j))(XBn( j)), cj)
for 1cj*$(qj&1 , (En ( j))(xBn( j))). An accepting sequence
of choices is such that qSn # F. The number of accepting
sequences of choices for x is denoted *accept(P, x). P
accepts the language [w # 7*|*accept(P, x)>0]. The
class NBP is the class of languages recognized by uniform
polynomial length programs over a nondeterministic
automaton.
A function f: 7*  N is in *BP iff there exists a
uniform polynomial length program over an automaton
such that f (x)=*accept(P, x).
A function T: 7*  Z belongs to GapBP if and only if
it is the difference of two functions in *BP.
Let T: N_N  [0, 1]. A language X7* is in CTBP
iff there exist two functions f, g # *BP such that x # X 
T( f (x), g(x))=1. Again, in the following we only con-
sider C=BP and CBP.
2.3. Algebraic Circuits
Let 2 be a finite subset of R. An algebraic n-circuit is a
directed acyclic graph with nodes of indegree 0 labeled
with an element from [n]_27 and called inputs. The
other nodes have indegree 2, are labeled with _ or +,
and are called algebraic gates. There is one node of out-
degree 0, called the output.
An algebraic circuit is a family C=(Cn)n # N of algebraic
n-circuits. C is uniform if its direct connection language is
in DLOGTIME. C computes a function from 7* to R in
the obvious way. The class ALG1 (R) is the class of func-
tions computed by uniform logarithmic depth algebraic
circuits (the exponent 1 being used to indicate depth
O(log n), in analogy with the exponent in NC1).
Let T: R[0, 1]. A language X7* is in CTALG1(R)
iff there exists a function f # ALG1 (R) such that x # X 
T( f (x))=1.
2.4. Programs over Constant Matrices
Let k be some integer. Let 2 be a finite set of k_k
matrices, let q0 be a 1_k row vector, and let F be a k_1
column vector with entries in the semiring R. A program
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over constant matrices (q0 , 2, F ) is a projection P=(7, 2,
S, B, E). P on input x # 7n computes q0 (>Snj=1(En ( j))
(xBn( j))) F. The class BPM(R) is the class of functions
computed by uniform polynomial length programs over
constant matrices over R.
Let T: R[0, 1]. A language X7* is in CTBPM(R)
iff there exists a function f # BPM(R) such that x # L 
T( f (x))=1.
3. COUNTING CIRCUITS VS COUNTING
BRANCHING PROGRAMS
Theorem 3.1.
*BP=BPM(N)ALG1 (N)=*NC 1*L.
Proof. The inclusion *BPBPM(N) is straightforward.
Indeed, let Y # *BP by means of the uniform projection
P=(7, 2, S, B, E) and let A=(Q, 2, q0 , $, F ) be the
underlying nondeterministic automaton. Each constant
matrix Ma in the BPM(N) instance is the |Q|_|Q| trans-
ition matrix induced on A by the letter a # A. The projec-
tion in the BPM(N) instance is identical to P, except for
the function E which differs from that in P only in the
replacement of any a # 2 by Ma .
To show BPM(N)*BP, consider a BPM(N)
instance involving k_k matrices over [0, 1, ..., m], noting
that m, and more importantly k, are constants. For each
such matrix M, one can construct a graph GM composed
of l=3+wlog2 mx layers of 3k2 nodes, such that the k2
entries in M are the respective numbers of paths between
the nodes labelled 1, 2, ..., k in the first layer of GM and the
nodes labelled 1, 2, ..., k in the last layer of GM (see,
for instance, [34] or [33, p. 42] for the crucial step in
this construction). The automaton in the *BP instance
will thus have 3k2 states and its alphabet will be
[t: [3k2]  [3k2]]. The uniformity machines must then
simply ‘‘replace’’ any occurrence of a k_k matrix M by a
string of l&1 mappings t corresponding to the l layers of
GM . In particular, if Sn (available in log time by
hypothesis) is the length of the BPM(N) instance, then the
length of the *BP program will be (l&1) Sn . (Techni-
cally, it is convenient to assume with no loss of generality
that wlog2 mx is a power of 2 in order for the uniformity
machines to easily multiply and divide by wlog2 mx, and
to pad out the program to length 2wlog2 mx Sn in order
for the uniformity machines to easily extract from an
instruction number the number of the corresponding
graph layer). Note that we have neglected the line and
column vectors involved in the BPM(N) instance; these
can be extended to k_k matrices themselves and handled
by a simple adjustment to the above argument.
The inclusion BPM(N)ALG1 (N) follows by the
obvious divide and conquer strategy. The resulting
ALG1 (N) circuit is clearly uniform in an intuitive sense,
being composed of identical matrix product layers, each
layer being built from identical scalar product subcircuits,
with each subcircuit essentially a binary tree. The unifor-
mity in the technical sense follows by labelling the circuit
nodes in such a way as to permit deducing from a label,
in log time, the layer number, the subcircuit number, and
the binary tree node number (encoded to easily provide
immediate predecessor information) of the corresponding
circuit node.
Equality of *NC1 and ALG1 (N) is folklore; see, e.g.
[23, 37].
Finally, to show *NC1*L, consider a *NC 1 cir-
cuit. A nondeterministic logspace machine can perform a
modified depth-first search of this circuit, adapting
Borodin’s NC1L proof [12], as follows. The search
starts at the output gate and proceeds towards the inputs,
choosing a wire nondeterministically when it hits an OR
gate and proceeding normally when it hits an AND gate.
The computation accepts when a proof that the output
gate evaluates to one is found. An induction shows that
the number of accepting paths in this procedure equals the
number of proof trees in the original circuit.
Corollary 3.2. Properly encoded, the following func-
tions are *BP-complete under uniform projections:
(a) Given a sequence of constant dimension matrices
over the natural numbers [0, 1], compute a specific entry in
the matrix product.
(b) Given a sequence of constant dimension matrices
over natural numbers expressed in binary notation, compute
a specific entry in the matrix product.
Proof. By ‘‘proper,’’ we mean that the matrix dimen-
sion k is a power of 2, and, furthermore, in case (b), that
we multiply ’ matrices whose entries are ’-bil numbers,
with ’ a power of 2. The need for these restrictions results
from the very tight uniformity conditions implicit in the
definition of the class *BP, as can be seen below.
We first argue that (a) uniformly projects to (b).
Indeed, consider an instance of (a) having length n,
involving matrices of constant dimension k, with k a
power of 2. A log time machine can compute :=
Wlog2 (n)X. The projection will consist of expanding each
entry of each input matrix into a binary integer of length
2: and padding out the sequence of matrices with identity
matrices to length 2:. Computing the output length k2k2:
of the projection can be done in FDLOGTIME and
similarly for the other two functions involved in defining a
uniform projection.
Now the proof in Theorem 3.1 that *BPBPM(N)
easily extends to yield a uniform projection from an
arbitrary function in *BP to the function (a); the only
issue worth pointing out is the need to expand any
occurrence of Ma (which was a constant symbol in
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Theorem 3.1) into the k2 relevant bits. Hence the function
(a) is *BP-hard under uniform projections.
We now show that the function (b) belongs to *BP.
Indeed, given a string of length n, a log time machine can
compute n. Because k is a power of 2, the machine can
check that n is a multiple of k2, and it can compute nk2.
Because the purported number ’ of matrices equals the
length of each matrix entry and because ’ is assumed to be
a power of 2, the machine can further check that nk2=’2
for some ’=2;, and it can compute ;. The proof now
mimics the proof in Theorem 3.1 that BPM(N)*BP,
with one new subtlety; to ensure that each layer in a graph
GM depends on a single bit of the representation of the
matrix M, the construction of GM requires more layers, i.e.
approximately k2wlog2 mx layers, instead of the wlog2 mx
layers used in Theorem 3.1. This proves that the function
(b) belongs to *BP. The function (a) belongs to *BP by
the transitivity of uniform projections.
Theorem 3.3.
GapBP=BPM(Z)=ALG1 (Z)=GapNC 1.
Proof. The inclusion GapNC1ALG1 (Z) follows from
*NC1ALG1 (N) (Theorem 3.1). Now Ben-Or and
Cleve [11] reduce evaluating an algebraic formula over a
ring R to multiplying 3_3 matrices whose entries other
than 0 and 1 are chosen from the inputs to the formula.
When applied to a uniform logarithmic depth circuit
family, their reduction yields as an intermediate step a
projection to the matrix product problem. As argued by
the authors of [11], this projection can be made
DLOGTIME-uniform,2 given the close analogy with the
reductions in [6, 7]. Thus ALG1 (Z)BPM(Z) since the
finite set of ring elements used as inputs to the alge-
braic circuit give rise to a finite set of possible matrices.
Now to prove BPM(Z)GapBP, we expand each matrix
entry x # Z, turning a k_k matrix into a 2k_2k matrix:
x becomes [ x0
0
x] if x0, and x becomes [
0
&x
&x
0 ]
otherwise. In this way, we can set up an expanded vector-
matrices-vector product over N to yield a vector
[a b] # N2 with the property that a&b is the scalar result
of the original vector-matrices-vector product over Z.
The rest of the argument follows as in the proof of
BPM(N)*BP. Finally, GapBPGapNC1 follows from
*BP*NC1. K
Corollary 3.4. Properly encoded, the following func-
tions are complete for GapNC1 under uniform projections:
(a) Given a sequence of constant dimension matrices
over the integers [&1, 0, 1], compute a specific entry in the
matrix product.
(b) Given a sequence of constant dimension matrices
over integers expressed in binary notation, compute a
specific entry in the matrix product.
Proof. To prove that any function h= f& g # GapBP
uniformly projects to the function (a), we simply arrange
to compute f # *BP and g # *BP in two independent
diagonal blocks of a matrix product over N, and then we
obtain f &g by tacking on a final matrix with entries from
[&1, 0, 1]. The details essentially repeat the hardness
proof from Corollary 3.2. To prove that the function (b) is
in GapBP, we build on the proof in Theorem 3.3 that
BPM(Z)GapBP and we appeal to the upper bound
arguments of Corollary 3.2. K
Corollary 3.5.
C=BP=C=0BPM(Z)=C=0ALG1 (Z)
=C=NC1L.
CBP=C0BPM(Z)=C0ALG1 (Z)
=CNC1L.
Proof. All equalities are immediate consequences of
Theorem 3.3. Now Lipton and Zalcstein show that a
logspace machine can check BPM(Z) calculations for
equality with zero by carrying it out modulo enough small
primes, proving C=0BPM(Z)L [28]. Ioan Macarie
([29]; see also [16]) shows that two natural numbers
represented by their residues modulo appropriately many
small primes can be compared in log space, implying that
determining if a given entry in a product of constant size
matrices over the integers can be done in log space, which
proves CBPL. Manindra Agrawal, Eric Allender, and
Samir Datta (personal communication) obtained another
proof of the latter inclusion making use of results from
[27]. K
A natural question now is of course about the relation
between CNC1 and C=NC 1. We come back to this issue
in the next section.
Corollary 3.5 motivates defining PNC1 as CNC1.
Observe that PP is defined analogously in terms of GapP
functions in [18].
Corollary 3.6. The following languages are C=NC1-
complete (resp. PNC1-complete) under uniform projections:
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(a) Given a sequence of constant dimension matrices
over the integers [&1, 0, 1], determine whether a specific
entry in the matrix product is zero (resp. nonnegative).
(b) Given a sequence of constant dimension matrices
with integer entries expressed in binary notation, determine
whether a specific entry in the matrix product is zero (resp.
nonnegative).
Theorem 3.1 and the definition of NC1 imply that
C>0 ALG1 (N)=NC 1. Now we say that a circuit C is
unambiguous if, for each input x, *accept(C, x) # [0, 1].
For later use, we mention that the class NC1 is unchanged
if unambiguous circuits alone are used to define it, as can
be seen using techniques from [26], or by simply observ-
ing that the NC 1 circuit evaluating a permutation branch-
ing program from [6] is unambiguous.
4. CLOSURE PROPERTIES
Clearly all the function classes examined in the previous
sections are closed under addition and multiplication. In
this section, we will generalize this and observe that
GapNC1 essentially has all closure properties GapL is
known to have, but due to the results on unambiguous
circuits mentioned in the previous section we will see that
some other interesting properties hold, that probably do
not hold in the logspace context. Once we identify those
properties it is straightforward to use known techniques to
obtain structural results for the classes C=NC 1 and PNC1.
We start with some simple consequences of the obvious
closure of *NC 1 under addition and multiplication:
Lemma 4.1. PNC1 is closed under taking complements.
Proof. Follows from
a b iff ba+1
and closure of *NC 1 under addition. K
Lemma 4.2. C=NC1 is closed under union and intersec-
tion.
Proof. Follows from C=NC1=C=0GapNC1, f (x)=0
or g(x)=0 iff f (x) } g(x)=0, f (x)=0 and g(x)=0 iff
f (x)2+ g(x)2=0, and closure of GapNC1 under addition
and multiplication. K
Lemma 4.3. FNC1*NC 1.
Proof. Let f # FNC1. For every i, the language
Ai=[x | the i th bit in f (x) is 1] is in NC1 and can thus
be computed unambiguously. Moreover, for every i there
is a uniform circuit Ci having exactly 2i accepting proof
trees (Ci is a complete binary tree of OR gates of depth i).
Now the circuit consisting of an OR (over all bit posi-
tions i of f (x)) of an AND of a circuit for Ai and Ci will
have exactly f (x) proof trees. The uniformity of this con-
struction is immediate from the uniformity of circuits for
Ai and the uniformity of the Ci . K
For classes of functions F, G, let F&G=[ f &g |
f # F, g # G].
Lemma 4.4. *BPFNC 1&*BP.
Proof. Let P be a uniform program over the
automaton A. Manipulate A in the following way: Intro-
duce new states and transitions such that the number of
accepting paths does not increase for any input, but every
state has the same number of outgoing edges.
Let now f # *BP be computed by a program over an
automaton normalized in the above way. Then h(x)= the
total number of paths (accepting or rejecting) on an input
of length |x| can be computed in FNC 1 (it is simply the
out-degree of the automaton to the power of the length of
the output of the projection). Defining g(x) to be the num-
ber of accepting paths of the same program but swapping
accepting and rejecting states in the automaton, we get
f (x)=h(x)& g(x), thus f # FNC 1&*BP. K
Corollary 4.5.
GapNC1=*NC 1&FNC1=FNC 1&*NC 1.
This gives us the following normal forms for PNC1 and
C=NC 1:
Corollary 4.6. 1. For every language A, A # PNC1
if and only if there exist f # *NC 1 and g # FNC1 such that
for every x, x # A W f (x)g(x).
2. For every language A, A # C=NC 1 if and only if
there exist f # *NC1 and g # FNC1 such that for every
x, x # A  f (x)= g(x) and x  A  f (x)<g(x).
Corollary 4.7. C=NC1PNC1.
To establish more closure properties of PNC 1, we first
address some nontrivial closure properties of *NC 1 and
GapNC1. The following terminology is from [38]: Let F
be a class of functions. We say that F is closed under
weak summation if for every f # F and every c # N we have
that the function h defined as h(x)= |x|cy=0 f (x, y) is also
in F. We say that F is closed under weak product if for
every f # F and every c # N we have that the function h
defined as h(x)=> |x|cy=0 f (x, y) is also in F. We say that
F is closed under taking binomial coefficients if for every
f # F and every c # N we have that the function h defined
as h(x)=( f (x)c ) is also in F.
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Lemma 4.8. *NC1 is closed under weak summation
and weak product.
Proof. Given x, to compute m=|x| c is possible within
NC1. Our circuit will have subcircuits for every (x, y) for
y in a range from 0 to the smallest power of 2 greater than
or equal to m. This makes the range easily (in logtime)
computable. To ensure that only relevant subcircuits con-
tribute to the result, we will have subcircuits that unam-
biguously check ym. To compute the polynomial sum
of product can finally be achieved by a binary tree of
logarithmic depth. The uniformity of the construction is
immediate from the uniformity of the relevant FNC 1 com-
putation, the uniformity of complete binary trees, and the
uniformity of the circuits for the given function. K
Lemma 4.9. *BP is closed under binomial coefficients.
Proof. Let f # *BP be witnessed by the NFA A. Then
( fc) # *BP is witnessed by the NFA A$ which works as
follows: A$ follows c paths of A simultaneously. To ensure
that all paths are different, we use flags in A$s state set.
That is, the new set of states is Qc_[0, 1]c&1, if Q is the
set of states of A. To ensure that only one element out of
all c! permutations of c paths contributes in the end, we
design A$’s transition function in such a way that only
ordered sequences occur. K
Corollary 4.10. GapNC1 is closed under subtraction,
weak sum, weak product, and binomial coefficients.
Proof. The only nontrivial point is closure under bino-
mial coefficients, but this follows from the other closure
properties by expressing binomial coefficients involving
negative numbers as in [18] using differences of binomial
coefficients with only nonnegative numbers. K
Corollary 4.11. PNC1 is closed under union and
intersection.
Proof. Follows from the established closure properties
by reproducing the corresponding proof for PP from [10]
or for PL from [2] essentially word for word. K
We remark that in addition to the above it can be
shown, e.g. that *BP is closed under weak summation
and weak product, that FNC1*BP, and that *NC 1 is
closed under binomial coefficients. However, it was our
main goal to show that GapNC1 has all closure properties
GapL is known to have, and we only proved what is
needed to obtain this result.
But some other interesting closure properties holds that
probably do not hold in the logspace context:
Theorem 4.12. *BP and *NC1 are closed under
signum and modified subtraction from 1, i.e., for every
f # *BP(*NC1), also sgn( f )=min[1, f ] # *BP (*NC1)
and 1 f =max[0, 1& f ] # *BP (*NC1).
Proof. The result for *NC1 follows from closure of
NC1 under complements and the fact that NC1-circuits
can be made unambiguous. The result for *BP follows
from closure of NBP under complementation and the fact
that finite automata can be made deterministic. K
5. LEAF LANGUAGES
In this section we generalize the class CTBP. For
technical reasons it is convenient to replace the set F of
final states in a nondeterministic automaton A=(Q, 2, q0 ,
$, F ) with a function from Q to a finite set 1 (hence, the
case 1=[0, 1] yields automata as we know them). We
call the resulting six-tuple A=(Q, 2, 1, q0 , $: Q  1) a
leaf automaton.
Consider a program P, i.e. a projection P=(7, 2, S, B,
E), over the leaf automaton A=(Q, 2, 1, q0 , $, F ). For
each state q # Q and each word w # 2* we define the
ordered labeled tree treeq (w) by:
v treeq (=), where = is the empty word, is a leaf labeled
with q,
v treeq (ub), where b # 2, is the tree treeq (u) with all
leaves labeled c replaced by the tree of depth 1 and width
*$(c, b), with leaves labeled (in order) by
$(c, b, 1), ..., $(c, b, *$(c, b)).
The leaves of treeq (w) form a word over Q that is called
leavesq (w). The computation tree of P on input x is
treeq0 (P(x)). The string leaves(P, x) is the concatenation
of all the F(c), where c is a leaf of treeq0 (P(x)). This string
is called the leaf string of P on input x.
Let Y be a language over 1. The language recognized by
P with leaf language Y is
LeafP(Y )=[x # 7* | leaves(P, x) # Y].
The class LeafNC1 (Y ) is the class of languages recognized
by uniform polynomial length programs3 with leaf
language Y.
5.1. Padding Techniques
Leaf language classes have been studied in the context
of polynomial time, logarithmic space, and logarithmic
time computations [13, 2022]. The numerous charac-
terizations obtained in those papers make use of padding.
Here we observe that in some sense the padding can
be done by an automaton. This allows transferring in
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one blow many known characterizations to the LeafNC
1
(})
setting.
Consider the following automaton, in which we have
allowed two distinct transitions on the same input symbol
between a pair of states. This automaton is able to copy
its input in padded form to the leaves. Its initial state is qI
(Z means ‘‘zero’’ and O means ‘‘one’’) and its input
alphabet is [0, 1].
0 1
qI qI , qZ qI , qO
qO qO , qO qO , qO
qZ qZ , qZ qZ , qZ
On input x # [0, 1]n, the leaf string produced is
Ixnx2n&1x
4
n&2 } } } x
2n&1
1 . Building on this strategy, it is not
hard to design a 9-state automaton having no duplicate
transitions between states and producing the same leaf
string, but on input x1x1 x2x2 x3x3 } } } xn xn . More
generally, for a polynomial p(n), let us denote by Wp(n)X
a power of 2 upper bounding p(n) and computable in log
time from a length-n string. In proving Theorem 5.1, we
will assume a uniform program 6 having the property
that leaves(6, x1 } } } xn)=Ix1x22x
4
3 } } } x
2n&1
n 8
2Wp(n)X&2n, where
8  [0, 1] (the strategy discussed above suggests an under-
lying 13-state automaton).
Let F be a set of finite functions (i.e., a set for which
there is an m # N such that every function is from
[0, 1, ..., m]r  [0, 1, ..., m] for some r). Denote by
(F )LOGTIME ((F )P, resp.) the class of all sets decidable
by nondeterministic Turing machines operating in
logarithmic time (polynomial time, resp.) with F as locally
definable acceptance type. (That is, essentially with every
leaf node of a computation tree of such a machine a value
from [0, 1, ..., m] is associated and in every inner node a
function from F is applied. Which value to take and which
function to evaluate depends only on the state of the
machine. For an exact definition see [19, 21].) Then we
can state the following.
Theorem 5.1. LeafNC
1
((F )LOGTIME)=(F )P.
Proof. The proof follows that of Theorem 3.1 in [22]
and that of Theorem 3.1 in [21]: Given A # LeafNC1
((F )LOGTIME), composing the projection with the
(F )LOGTIME decision procedure for the leaf language
yields an (F)P algorithm. For the converse, let A # (F )P
via a nondeterministic machine working in polynomial
time p(n). For 6 the uniform program discussed above,
the length of leaves(6, x1 } } } xn)=Ix1x22x
4
3 } } } x
2n&1
n
82
Wp(n)X&2n is 2Wp(n)X2 p(n). Then the padded version of A,
i.e. [leaves(6, x): x # A], is in (F )LOGTIME, proving
that A # LeafNC1 ((F )LOGTIME). (Note that the
(F )DLOGTIME machine finds its ith virtual input at posi-
tion 2i and that a padding symbol different from 0 or 1
was chosen in order to allow the machine to detect trying
to read beyond its nth virtual input.) K
Let CH denote the counting hierarchy, i.e., the union of
all classes of the oracle hierarchy obtained by using the
class PP as base class (see [39]).
Corollary 5.2. 1. LeafNC
1
(7k LOGTIME)=7 pk .
2. LeafNC
1
(6kLOGTIME)=6 pk .
3. LeafNC
1
(AC 0)=PH.
4. LeafNC
1
(ACC0)=MOD-PH.
5. LeafNC
1
(TC 0)=CH.
6. LeafNC
1
(NC 1)=PSPACE.
Proof. All mentioned classes are locally definable as
shown in [19, 21]. K
Using our leaf language padding techniques we can now
observe the following.
Theorem 5.3.
1. If CLLeafNC1 (C), then C{LeafNC1 (C).
2. If CPLeafNC1 (C), then C{LeafNC1 (C).
Proof. Suppose CPLeafNC1 (C)=D. If follows
from [20] (translating their padding into our context,
just as we did above to obtain Corollary 5.2) that then
LeafNC
1
(D)$EXPTIME. Thus the assumption that
C=LeafNC1 (C) leads to the wrong conclusion that
P=EXPTIME. The proof for the first claim is completely
analogous. K
Corollary 5.4. 1. ACC0{MOD-PH.
2. TC0{CH.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.3 and known leaf
language characterizations from [20, 22]. K
Statement 1 of Corollary 5.4 improves a result by
Allender and Gore [4] who showed that ACC0C=P.
We remark that it is straightforward to observe that the
separations just given carry over from the case of polyno-
mial circuit size to that of quasipolynomial circuit size,
proving, for example, that qACC0{MOD-PH.
5.2. Improved Characterizations for the Class PSPACE
In this section, we combine our padding techniques with
a simple observation in order to prove that PSPACE can
be characterized by leaf languages from logspace-uniform
AC0. Then we give a twofold improvement to the surpris-
ing (but already somewhat technical) result, shown in
[22], that LeafLogspace (DCFL)=PSPACE: first, we can
produce the leaf string with an automaton instead of a log
space Turing machine; second, the language at the leaves
can be taken to be a linear deterministic language. (A
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context-free language is said to be linear if it is recognized by
a pushdown automaton whose stack head changes direc-
tion only once.) A similar proof shows that the language
at the leaves can be taken instead to be a one-counter
deterministic language. (A context-free language is said
to be one-counter if it is recognized by a deterministic
pushdown automaton having only one stack symbol (plus
the end-of-stack symbol).)
Theorem 5.5.
LeafNC
1
(logspace&uniform AC0)=PSPACE.
Proof. Let Y # PSPACE. Using a uniform projection,
it is possible to pad Y into Y$ so that Y$ can be recognized
in linear space. Let a string y be mapped to y$ by this
projection. Now by applying the padding technique of
Theorem 5.1 to Y$, it is possible to find a language Y"
such that Y=LeafNC1 (Y"). Furthermore, if y" is the
leaf string resulting from y$, then y" # Y" iff y$ # Y$, and
the bits of y$ are found within y" at positions 2i,
12i| y"|=2 | y$|. Clearly then the language Y" is in
nonuniform AC0 by a simple table-lookup procedure. In
fact, because Y$ is in linear space, the lookup table can be
computed in space linear in | y$|, hence, logarithmic in | y"|
(had we not padded Y out to Y$, this would be poly-
logarithmic in | y"| ). But then an appropriate circuit gate
numbering makes it possible to construct a linear size AC 0
circuit for Y" in logspace, fulfilling the requirements for the
membership of Y" in logspace-uniform AC0. This con-
cludes the proof that PSPACELeafNC1(logspace-uniform
AC0); the reverse inclusion follows from the known fact
that LeafNC
1
(L)PSPACE [22]. K
Corollary 5.6. 1. If AC0 is equal to logspace-
uniform AC0 then we have PH=PSPACE.
2. If ACC0 is equal to logspace-uniform ACC0 then we
have MOD-PH=PSPACE.
3. If TC0 is equal to logspace-uniform TC0 then we have
CH=PSPACE.
What can be said about a converse to Corollary 5.6?4
Using padding tricks as in [3] one can show that, e.g., the
collapse of logspace and dlogtime uniformity for AC0 is
equivalent to the identity of linear space and the alternating
linear time hierarchy. Certainly, the latter equality
immediately implies PH=PSPACE, but it is not known if
the converse holds.
Theorem 5.7. LeafNC
1
(Y)=PSPACE for some deter-
ministic one-counter context-free Y.
Before we give the proof, we introduce some notation.
We write S5 for the permutation group on five points and
we denote its identity by ( ). When w is a word over S5 , we
write S5(w) for the S5 element resulting from multiplying
out the elements in w.
The expression \ XE(X) is shorthand for c(\XE(X)).
We use the following version of the QBF problem. Given a
quantified Boolean formula of the form \ X1 \ X2 } } } \ Xn
E(X1 , ..., Xn), is this formula true? The boolean expression
E(X1 , ..., Xn) is a formula in conjunctive normal form, that
is, E(X1 , ..., Xn) = C1 (X1 , ..., Xn) 7 } } } 7 Cn (X1 , ..., Xn),
where Ci (X1 , ..., Xn) is the clause Li, 1 6 } } } 6 Li, n , the
literal Li, j being equal to the variable Xj , the negation of
the variable Xj , or the Boolean constant ‘‘False.’’ The
problem is coded as a string over the alphabet
[X, X , F, 7 , m, v , 8]. The clause Ci is coded by a word
Mi such that Mi, j=X if the variable Xj belongs to the
clause, Mi, j=X if the negation of the variable Xj belongs
to the clause, and Mi, j=F otherwise. The character m will
be used to enable counting, and 7 and v are markers,
whereas 8 is a padding symbol. For reasons which will
become clear, the expression \ X1 } } } \ Xn E(X1 , ..., Xn) is
coded by the word
M1 7 } } } 7 Mn v mn 7 } } } 7 mn
n times
v .
We denote by QBF? the set of such words and by
QBFV the set of words that code true expressions. The
QBF language is the set of words in QBFV possibly
padded arbitrarily with the symbol 8.
Let K be a language in PSPACE. There exists a uniform
projection PK=(7, [X, X , F, 7 , m, v , 8], S, B, E) from K
to QBF. (Sketch: The acceptance condition of an alternat-
ing polynomial time Turing machine can be expressed as a
deterministic polynomial time query quantified by a string
of ‘‘c\’’ quantifiers. This query can be answered by a poly-
nomial size circuit. The computation of this circuit can be
expressed as a formula over the variables already quantified
and over as many new existentially quantified variables as
there are circuit nodes, for example by expressing the circuit
gate a=b 7 c as va W (vb 7 vc). This formula is finally
transformed into conjunctive normal form, the existential
quantifiers are transformed into ‘‘c\,’’and the reduction is
completed by adding dummy variables and padding
appropriately. The details of the construction of this projec-
tion, which are tedious but which require no new ideas
besides those just sketched, can be found in [17].
Proof of Theorem 5.7. Consider the set of words
u0*:0u1*:1u2*:2 } } } ua&1*:a&1ua*:a (1)
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over the alphabet S5 _ [*], where for each i, ui # S5 ,
:i1, and *:i represents :i consecutive occurrences of the
symbol *. We define the language LD1C as the set of
words of the form (1) which are accepted by the following
procedure:
p :=( )
i :=0
while ia do
p :=p V ui
i :=i+:i
if p=(12345) then accept
Clearly LD1C is a deterministic one-counter context-free
language. We will now prove that PSPACELeafNC1
(LD1C); the reverse inclusion is immediate from [22].
We will describe a leaf automaton A=(Q, [X, X , F, 7,
m, v , 8], S5 _ [*], q0 , $, F ) such that LeafPK (LD1C)=K,
where PK is the uniform program (7, [X, X , F, 7, m, v ,
8], S, B, E) over A that projects K to QBF. The
automaton will never change its state when reading the
symbol 8, so we assume for simplicity that PK (x) # QBF?.
Now consider a ‘‘Barrington word ’’ [6], defined over the
group S5 and the variables X and Y as
(125)
1
X
2
(235)
3
Y
4
(253)
5
X
6
X
7
X
8
X
9
(235)
10
Y
11
Y
12
Y
13
Y
14
(45)
15
(23)
16
.
This word was obtained using Barrington’s construc-
tion [6] on the constant size [c, 7 ]-circuit for
NAND(X, Y). This word has the property that it
calculates NAND(X, Y) if the identity permutation ( )
represents ‘‘false’’ and the permutation (12345) represents
‘‘true.’’
The leaf automaton A will nondeterministically perform
16-way branches at most steps of its computation. Its
behavior along each branch will depend on its current
state and, often, on the Barrington word. By the access
path of a node in a computation tree of the automaton A,
we will mean the word in [1, ..., 16]* identifying the
sequence of choices leading A from the root of its com-
putation tree to this node, with the proviso that deter-
ministic branches are not recorded in the word represent-
ing this access path.
To simplify the exposition, it is convenient to define a
function Barr: [1, ..., 16]  S5 _ [0, 1] as follows: If
j # [1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 16] then Barr( j) is the permutation
numbered j in the Barrington word; if j # [2, 6, 7, 8, 9]
then Barr( j)=0 and if j # [4, 11, 12, 13, 14] then
Barr( j)=1. Barr is extended to a function from
[1, ..., 16]* to (S5 _ [0, 1])* the obvious way. In the
sequel, when C is a clause with k literals and
Barr(w) # [0, 1]k, we will write C(Barr(w)) for the
Boolean value taken by C when the k variables involved
in the k literals are respectively assigned the k values in
the string Barr(w) (if a literal l is ‘‘False,’’ then
l(0)=l(1)=‘‘False’’).
Again for ease of exposition, we partition the set Q of
states of A into the ‘‘value 0’’ states, the ‘‘value 1’’ states,
and the ‘‘constant c’’ states, for c # S5 . It is useful to note
at the outset that A will never move from a ‘‘constant’’
state to a ‘‘value’’ state. Moreover, the string over S5
ultimately produced by A depends on the above partition
of Q, in the following manner: the function F in the six-
tuple defining A maps a ‘‘constant c’’ state to c, a ‘‘value
0’’ state to ( ), and a ‘‘value 1’’ state to (12345).
We now describe the automaton A in detail. We
proceed by explaining the behavior of A on longer and
longer prefixes ? of the QBF instance PK (x) projected
from an input x, and we will use F? to represent the con-
catenation of all the F(c), where c is a leaf of treeq0 (?).
?=M1 7 .
v ?=M1, 1 . The jth choice, 1 j16, out of its initial
state q0 leads A to a state of type:
 ‘‘constant Barr( j)’’ if j # [1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 16],
 ‘‘value L1, 1 , Barr(( j))’’ otherwise.
The product of F? over S5 represents the truth value of the
expression \ X1L1, 1 (X1) (this expression is always true).
v ?=M1, 1 } } } M1, i . The jth choice, 1 j16, from a
‘‘value v’’ state, leads A to a state of type:
 ‘‘constant Barr( j)’’ if j # [1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 16],
 ‘‘value v 6 L1, i (Barr( j))’’ otherwise.
A node having access path S # [1,...,16] i and labeled with
a ‘‘value v’’ state is such that
v=L1, 1 (Barr(S1)) 6 L1, 2 (Barr(S2))
6 } } } 6 L1, i (Barr(Si)).
The j th choice, 1 j16, from a ‘‘constant c’’ state leads
A to a state of type:
 ‘‘constant c’’ if j=1,
 ‘‘constant ( )’’ otherwise.
The product of F? over S5 represents the truth value of
the expression \ X1 } } } \ Xi l1, 1 (X1) 6 } } } 6 L1, i (Xi).
The transition of the automaton on the 7 symbol
following M1 (and in fact on any 7 symbol) is deter-
ministic. The nodes at a given level in A’s computation
tree are numbered from left to right. After reading M1 7 ,
the current leaves are numbered from 0 to 16n&1. We
write c1 (S) for the number of the node whose access path
is S # [1, ..., 16]n.
After reading ?=M1 7 , the product of F? over S5
represents the truth value of the expression \ X1 } } }
\ Xn C1 (X1 , ..., Xn). If we had C1 7 C2 7 } } } 7 Cn instead
of C1 alone in the latter expression, we would be done.
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However, in order to produce the values of
C1 7 C2 7 } } } 7 Cn at the appropriate leaves, the
automaton would have needed to remember all its guesses;
this is clearly not possible. Starting with the reading of M2
described below, we will lose the property that the product
over S5 of all available leaves represents the truth value of
longer and longer prefixes of the coded formula. On the
other hand, throughout all subsequent stages, the property
will remain true of precisely 16n selected leaves, equally
spaced from one another.
?=M1 7 } } } 7 Mi7.
The automaton behaves as in the above described
case of ?=M17 with the exception that from every
‘‘constant c’’ state A branches out to 16 ‘‘constant c’’
states (of course, not all descendants of these states will
participate in the final product of S5 elements).
Note that any leaf in the tree obtained at this point has
an access path of the form
S1 S2 } } } Si # ([1, ..., 16]n) i.
Now, of all such nodes labeled with a ‘‘value v’’ state, only
those having
S=S1=S2= } } } =Si , (2)
for some S # [1, ..., 16]n, are relevant to the evaluation of
the formula (the other such ‘‘value v’’ nodes evaluate the
clauses Cj on truth values that differ from clause to
clause). Now because all the stages past the reading of M1
simply clone the ‘‘constant c’’ nodes, it is a pleasing fact
that we can (and need to) also take as relevant all the
‘‘constant c’’ nodes having an access path of the form (2).
The total set of relevant nodes therefore numbers precisely
16n. Letting ci (S) be the number of the node having an
access path of the form (2), we observe that
ci (S)=16nci&1 (S)+c1 (S) for 2in. Moreover, an
induction on i shows that the product over S5 of the
leaves numbered ci (S) in FM1 7 } } } 7 Mi 7 for all S #
[1, ..., 16]n represents the truth value of the expression
\ X1 } } } \ Xn (C1 7 } } } Ci).
?=M1 7 } } } 7 Mn v .
A node of access path Sn # ([1, ..., 16]n)n, labeled with a
‘‘value v’’ state, is such that v=E(Barr(S)).
The product over S5 of the leaves numbered cn (S) in
FM1 7 } } } 7 Mn v , S # [1, ..., 16]
n, represents the truth value
of the expression \ X1 } } } \ Xn E(X). We have cn (S)=
C } c1 (S), where C=(16n)n&1+(16n)n&2+ } } } +(16n)+1.
In other words, the relevant leaves are numbered
0, C, 2C, ..., (16n&1)C.
?=M1 7 } } } 7 Mn vmn 7 } } } 7 mn v .
The rest of the coded formula is used to allow replacing
each former state q leaf by a subtree {(q) having C leaves.
We leave it to the reader to solve the puzzle of how to use
the second half of ? to create exactly the right number of
leaves (or see [17]). In {(q), the leftmost leaf is a state q
leaf and all other leaves are state q* leaves for some new
state q* for which we set F(q*) to *.
In total, F applied to leaves(PK , x) yields a word of the
form (1), and membership of this word in LD1C determines
whether the product of the S5 leaves at positions
0, C, 2C, ..., (16n&1)C ( prior to introducing the subtrees
{(q) yields (12345). K
Theorem 5.8. LeafNC
1
(Y )=PSPACE for some deter-
ministic linear context-free language Y.
Proof. We define the language LDLIN over the alphabet
S5 _ [*] as the set of words of the form
*::ua*:a&1ua&1*:a&2 } } }
u2*:1u1v0 *;0v1*;1...vb&1 *;b&1vb*;b (3)
accepted by the procedure
p :=( )
i := j :=0
while jb do
p :=p V vj
i :=i+;j
if (i>a) then reject
p :=ui V p
j :=j+:j
if p=(12345) then accept,
where ui , vj # S5 , :i1, and ;j1. This language is a
deterministic linear context-free language. We now explain
the minor modification to the proof of Theorem 5.7 which
shows that PSPACELeafNC1 (LDLIN).
As before, we construct the tree with relevant leaves at
positions 0, C, 2C, ..., (16n&1) C. But now the automaton
keeps track of the relevant leaf at position (16n2) C (this
is the ‘‘middle’’ relevant leaf and it corresponds to v0 in the
word (3) above). The automaton can do this, because
cn (S)=(16n2) C implies S=(91n&11)n, and the latter
access path is easy to follow.
During the last stage of its computation, upon replacing
each q leaf by a subtree {(q) with C leaves, the automaton
behaves differently according to the position of the q leaf
being replaced relative to the middle relevant leaf. When
the q leaf sits to the left of the middle, the leaves of {(q)
are arranged to be qC&1* q in that order. When the q leaf
is the middle relevant leaf itself or when the q leaf sits to
the right of the middle relevant leaf, the leaves of {(q) are
arranged to be qqC&1* in that order.
This strategy yields a word of the form (3) which
belongs to LDLIN iff the product over S5 formed by the 16n
relevant leaves yields (12345). K
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6. CONCLUSION
We have defined and studied counting classes at the
level of NC1. We have seen that these classes capture the
complexity of multiplying constant dimension matrices
over N and over Z. Specifically, we have exhibited such
matrix multiplication problems complete for *BP,
GapNC1, C=NC 1 and PNC1 under DLOGTIME-uniform
projections.
One interesting class, however, which lacks complete
problems so far is *NC1. Given that *NC 1 is the set of
functions computed by (uniform) log depth [+, _]-
circuits over N, it is likely that a constrained form of a log
depth [+, _]-formula evaluation problem over N can be
shown *NC1-complete. However, a more interesting
question first raised by Martin Beaudry in the context of
*NC1 is whether the general problem of evaluating a
[+, _]-formula over the natural numbers is *NC 1-
complete. Beyond a struggle with DLOGTIME-unifor-
mity, this question again seems to bring to the fore the
question of how efficiently an algebraic formula over a
semiring can be balanced (see, for instance [15]).
In Section 5 of this paper, we have refined leaf language
characterizations of complexity classes. In particular, we
now have delicate characterizations of PSPACE in terms
of restricted context-free languages and (projections over)
automata. What can be made of these? How much further, if
at all, can such characterizations be improved? From leaf
language considerations, we have also deduced separations
between complexity classes; these results have already been
taken up and improved by Eric Allender (see [1]).
A model which we chose not to exploit in the present
paper is the program-over-monoid model, instrumental to
the known algebraic characterizations of NC1 subclasses
(see [6, 8, 30]). However, nondeterminism can be intro-
duced into that model in natural ways. The first author
has shown [17] that much of the padding discussed in the
present paper can be performed using very restricted
monoids. Interesting questions concerning the algebraic
properties of the monoids simulating nondeterminism
arise, and these may also provide an interesting avenue for
future research.
Finally, we mention the intriguing question of whether
*BP is equal to *NC1. Equality of these two classes
unfortunately does not seem to follow immediately from
the Ben-Or and Cleve simulation of an algebraic circuit
over the naturals by an iterated matrix product, because
the matrices involved contain negative numbers (with
which we can postpone dealing, but which we cannot
eliminate). But why should life be so complicated?
Hermann Jung [24] showed that arithmetic circuits of
logarithmic depth can be simulated by boolean circuits of
depth log n } log* n. Thus all that keeps us from declaring that
*BP=*NC1=FNC1 and that C=NC1=PNC1=NC1 is
a log* n factor for the depth plus uniformity considerations.
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